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Understanding the neural basis ofhemispatial neglect symptoms: 
an investigation in normal subjects 

Abstract 

This thesis sought to investigate the recent claim by Kamath et al. (2001) that the 

crucial locus of neurological damage in neglect patients lies in the right superior 

temporal gyrus (STG), and not in the right posterior parietal cortex (PPC), _as 
• ... • '> '. • • ~ • • • • • • / " • • • • ,r :· • ~. • 

conventionally thought. In chapter 2, using Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation (1MS), 

we first tested the involvement of the right STG in a task commonly used in the 

diagnosis of neglect, the landmark task. No evidence was found for a critical 

involvement of the right STG in the processing of this task, though evidence was found 

for the involvement of the right PPC._ In contrast, however, when ~ eJGl)llined the 

effects of TMS on exploratory search, a double dissociation between right STG and 

right PPC was found. When the processing of conjunction items was required, 

involvement of the right PPC (and not STG) was found, in accordance with previous 

research (Ellison eta/., 2003). When difficult exploratory search through feature items 

was required however, the right STG (not PPC) was found to be involved ln both cases, 

however, the deficit was present bilaterally across the search array, in contrast to the 

search deficits seen in patients with visual neglect, which are typically greater on the 

contralesional side. In chapter 3 we sought to determine whether it might be possible to 

·induce such contralateral search defiCits, using variations on the previous tasks. 

Experiment l required subjects to report the location of the search target (left or right) 

on each trial. We now found a significant deficit in contralateral search when 1MS was 

applied to the PPC region. Experiment 2 used smaller, structured stimulus arrays, 

presented briefly to eliminate eye movements and to direct the target item to either the 

left or right hemisphere. This task was unatlected by TMS applied to either of the two 

sites. Experiment 3 presented similar small arrays for a longer duration, in either left, 

central, or right visual space. We found a contralateral within-array ('object-based') 

deficit when TMS was applied to the STG, whether the array was presented in the left 

or right hemispace, when a left/right response was required. There was, however, no 

relative 'hemispatial' deficit when the array was located on the contralateral left side. 

These results may indicate separate specializations for 'spatial' versus 'within-object' 

search in the two brain regions studied and are discussed in terms of the neglect and 

visual search literatures. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Neglect: The syndrome 

Neglect can be an impairment to detect, refer, orient or respond to stimuli presented 

contralaterally to a cerebral lesion, without any impairment in senso:ry-motor elementary 

functions. Many forms of neglect have been descnbed. The underlying mechanism 

involved in neglect may involve deficits in attention, intention or representation. The 

distribution of neglect may be personal or spatial. These forms of neglect (attentional, 

intentional, representational, either spatially or personally distributed) are not mutually 

exclusive and a patient may have one or more forms of neglect. A patient with extreme 

neglect may deny that the involved limbs are his/her own or may fail to shave or dress the 

neglected side. This is known as personal neglect (Kolb and Whishaw. 1996). As the 

experiments accounted in this thesis concern spatial neglect, a greater consideration of this 

distribution will be afforded. 

1.1.1 Spatial neglect 

Spatial neglect can be seen when a patient is asked to perform a variety of visual tasks in 

space. For example, when asked to bisect a line, they commonly make their mark toward 

the ipsilesional side of the line. When asked to cancel or cross out stimuli distributed across 

a page they can fail to cross out lines on the side of the page that is opposite their · 

hemispheric injury. These patients appear to be neglecting a portion of contralateral space 
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and this effect can be seen in a variety of other tasks including; figure copying, drawing 

from memory, reading and writing tasks. Hence it is most commonly termed unilateral 

spatial neglect. Spatial neglect is not restricted to the visual modality but occurs in tactile 

and auditory modalities as well (De Renzi et al. 1970; Chedru, 1976). The deficit may even 

impair their ability to plan contralesional eye movements or manual movements (Behrmann 

and Meegan. 1998; Behrmann et al. 2001). 

Spatial neglect may occur in three reference frames: egocentric (body-centred), allocentric 

(environmentally centred), and allocentric (object-centred). Evidence for coding with 

respect to the trunk is strong. The midline of the trunk (body-centred reference frame) plays 

a fundamental role in dividing space into left and right (Kamatb et al. 1991, 1993, 1996; 

Chokron and Imbert (1993); and Beschin eta/. (1997)). In the study by Kamath et al. 

(1991 ), there was significant amelioration of neglect when the trunk was rotated to the left 

compared with the baseline condition, however, surprisingly, rotating the trunk to the right 

did not exacerbate the neglect. Evidence with regard to the role of limb co-ordinates in 

neglect is controversial. In a tactile study, Bisiach et al. (1985) found that manipulating the 

placement of the right limb had no effect on performance in neglect. However, a more 

recent study has shown that there is an involvement of limb co-ordinates in neglect but that 

this involves the spatial position of the limbs in relation to each other (Aglioti eta/. 1998). 

Most research on allocentric reference frames has focused on a reference frame defined 

with respect to the midline of individual objects in a scene ( object-ceutred) or a reference 

frame with respect to the midline of a visual scene or environment (environmentally 

centred). To derive an environment-centred frame, computations regarding gravitational 

forces, visual input to define landmarks with respect to gravity and information to provide 

a sense of the body's posture in relation to gravity are required. In recent years, a large 
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body of evidence has accumulated suggesting that spatial position may be coded with 

respect to the midline of an object. Patients may fail to report information appearing to the 

left of the object midline, even when this information is located to the right of the midline 

of the viewer and/or the environment (Driver and Halligan, 1991 ~Behrmann and Tipper, 

1994). 
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1.2 Mechanisms of unilateral spatial neglect. 

It was once believed that neglect in humans was a sensory deficit. Battersby eta/. (1956) 

thought that decreased sensory input superimposed on a background of decreased mental 

function resulted in neglect. Eidelberg and Schwartz ( 1971) regarded neglect as a passive 

phenomenon due to quantitative asymmetrical sensory input to the two hemispheres. 

Evidence against the visual-sensory argument increased as it became apparent that patients 

may have neglect in different modalities as well (Ladavas and Pavani 1998). Also, neglect 

can occur quite independently of the existence ofhemianopia. Evidence that neglect is a 

hemispatial deficit was uncovered by Heilman and Valenstein (1979). They asked patients 

to identify a letter at either the left or right end of a line before bisecting the line. Even 

when patients were required to look left in order to ensure they had seen the entire line, 

performance was significantly better when the line was placed in the right hemispace than 

when it was in the left hemispace. Thus neglect is a hemispatial deficit rather than a 

hemifield or hemianopic defect. Several mechanisms have been put forward to account for 

this hemispatial deficit, including deficits in attention, intention and representation. 

1.2.1 The attentional hypothesis 

Attentional neglect is an unawareness of contralesional stimuli and can include: hemi

inattention, anesthesia, allochiria, anosognosia (with/without somatoparaphrenia or 

misoplegia), and anos-diaphoria and sensory extinction. There have been at least five 

attentional hypotheses proposed to explain neglect but they are not necessarily mutually 

exclusive: 
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11 spatial unawareness. This is the result of a patient failing to act in left hemispace because 

they are unaware of stimuli in left hemispace, shown by patients ignoring targets on the left 

of a cancellation task because they are unaware of them. 

2/ lpsilesioual spatial attentional bias. When one hemisphere is injured, the other becomes 

hyperactive and attention is biased contralaterally and one is unaware of stimuli in the 

contralesional hemispace (Kinsboume, 1970). 

3/ Extinction of simultaneous stimuli. When stimuli are presented simultaneously to both 

left and right hemispace, patients with left neglect will only report having seen the stimulus 

in right hemispace, however when the stimuli are shown alone to either left or right 

hemispace the patient can identify both (Anton, 1899; Poppelreuter, 1917). 

4/ Inability to disengage from ipsilesional stimuli. Posner ( 1984) suggested that patients 

neglect contralesional space because they cannot disengage from ipsilesional space. 

51 Reduced vigilance. Patients may become inattentive to stimuli because they have a rapid 

loss of vigilance. This can be seen when asking a patient to alternately cancel targets on the 

left and right of the array. This results in overcoming the right-sided bias but instead of 

ignoring stimuli on the left the patient ignores stimuJi in the centre (Chatterjee, 1992). 

1.2.2 The motor intentional hypothesis 

Intentional neglect is a failure to act in contralesional space and can include: hemiakinesia, 

directional hypokinesia, motor impersistence and motor extinction. This theory states that 

while patients may be aware of stimuli in contralateral hemispace, they stil1 fail to act on 

these stimuli. There are four forms of intentional deficits. 
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11 Hemispatial akinesia. This is a failure to act in contralesional hemispace as shown when 

asking blindfolded patients to search a maze for a target, they failed to explore the left side 

of the maze (De Renzi eta/. 1970). 

2/ Directional hypokinesia. Asking patients to close their eyes can identify this. If when 

they re-open their eyes, they are automatically deviated to the right (gaze bias) then there is 

an ipsilesional spatial intentional bias (Heilman, 1983a). This is usually defmed in terms of 

limb movements (Heilman et al., 1985). 

3/ Motor perseveration. This is an inability for patients to disengage from ipsilesional space 

and a prime example of this is in cancellation tasks. When performing the cancellation task 

approximately 40 %of subjects repeatedly cancel the same target (Na et al. 1999). 

4/ Directional impersistance. This is the intentional equivalent of defective vigilance and 

can be seen when patients fail to persist in searching for left targets in a cancellation task 

(Kertesz et al. 1985). 

1.2.3 Repre.w. .. rntational hypothesis 

Spatial neglect patients may find it difficult to recall perceived stimuli presented in 

contralesional hemispace. They may also show impairments in recalling stimuli learned 

before the neurological insult. Evidence of this is shown by the inability of some patients to 

describe from memory the details of a side of a room that is opposite to a brain lesion 

(Denny-Brown and Banker, 1954). Bisiach and Luzzati (1978) asked two patients to recall 

details of a square in Milan. When asked to recall details from one perspective, they 

neglected details on the left side of the square. However, when asked to recall details from 
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the opposite perspective, the patients found problems recalling details on the left side of the 

perspective (which were on the right side from the first perspective). Findings like these 

suggest that neglect patients can have a deficit in body- centred hemispatial memory or 

tmagery. 

An organism has to be selective in the stimuli they choose to process, as the capacity to 

process information in the human brain is limited. Attention is directed in a top-down 

manner, except for stimuli that will be attended regardless of their significance such as 

bright lights, moving objects etc. Therefore the selection process is largely directed by 

representations and knowledge. In order to perform a spatial task, the target has to be 

represented independent of its location in space and a representation of the environment is 

also needed. The fact that neglect patients ignore stimuli on the left cannot be attributed to a 

loss of the representation of the target (as seen in cancellation tasks where patients are able 

to detect stimuli on the right). Attention may not be directed to left space because the 

patient has no knowledge of space (representations in the right hemisphere are destroyed 

and this is where the knowledge of left space is stored). This can be applied in the same 

way to mental representations that direct action. Therefore, both attentional and intentional 

deficits can be induced by a deficit in representation. 
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1.3 Neural basis of spatial neglect 

The incidence of spatial neglect is not clearly shown in the literature. While Denes et a/. 

(1982) reported a 17 % rate of occurrence of unilateral spatial neglect in right 

cerebrovascular accident patients (CVA); Stone et al. (1993) reported that 80 %of right 

CV A patients demonstrated unilateral spatial neglect. Since the early studies of neglect 

patients conducted by Brain (1941 ), it was thought that unilateral visual spatial neglect was 

largely a manifestation of right hemisphere damage. It is now widely acknowledged that 

left neglect after a right hemisphere stroke is the most common (Stone et al. 1993; Bowen 

et al. 1999; Colombo eta/. 1982). It is possible however to fmd patients with right neglect 

after a left hemisphere stroke (Dronkers and Knight, 1988) and right neglect after a right 

hemisphere stroke (Robertson et al., 1994). Neuropsychological testing has shown that left 

neglect is more severe than right neglect (Denes eta/. 1982) and severity of neglect 

, increases with lesion size (Levine et al. 1986). 

1.3.1. Neuropsychology 

A large body of work regarding the anatomy underlying spatial neglect has been explained 

from studies involving hernispatial neglect patients. While studying the pattern of deficits 

in hemispatial neglect patients leads us to certain conclusions about the functions of 

damaged tissue, this approach has limitations. Brain lesions are often large and widespread, 

locations of lesions are not systematic and it is not known what the patients' attentional 

baseline was before the onset of impairment. Due to the disruption of neural connections, 

damage to one brain area can affect the functions of another. In addition, testing of such 

patients may occur many years after the causative neurological insult, so that often 
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considerable compensatory rewiring may have occurred. Complementary techniques such 

as neuroimaging, electrophysiological techniques and disruptive techniques are useful in 

that they investigate a regions function in the normal processing of tasks. 

1.3.2 Method~· used to investigate neural processing 

Recording techniques 

Neuroimaging 

The history of modem brain imaging began in the 1970s with computed tomography (en 

and proceeded at a rapid rate throughout the rest of the twentieth century. 

The activity of any given area of the brain entails a change in the local cerebral blood flow. 

This increase can be detected by the method of Positron Emission Tomography (PET). The 

technique is based on the introduction of a radioactive tracer that is carried by the blood to 

the most active areas of the brain and is detected as they decay. Although the spatial 

resolution ofthe brain scans obtained are low (~8mm), the technique is however able to 

show active regions of the cerebral cortex and can therefore differentiate the parts of the 

cortex that are active in certain conditions; in other words, it is a powerful tool for 

functional localisation in the cerebral cortex. One ofthe most successful applications of 

PET was the mapping of the extent and topographical disposition of the primary visual 

cortex in the human brain (Fox eta/., 1986). It can show all cerebral areas which are active 

at any given time during a scan. It can therefore analyse the entire system or subsystem in 

the cerebral cortex. 
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Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is based on manipulation of magnetic fields and 

application of radio waves, which then emit radio signals. Atoms are first aligned by a 

strong static magnetic field, then knocked out of alignment by a radiofrequency pulse, and 

then allowed to realign. The fluctuating field created as the atoms relax to the aligned state 

is the signal that is measured. Standard MRI can give a high-resolution static 3-D image of 

the brain, but in addition the technology can be used to measure the functional activity of 

the brain. Early functional MRI used an injected contrast agent, more recent methods use 

the magnetic properties of the blood itself as a tracer, and therefore are entirely non

invasive. The spatial and temporal resolution of fMRl are limited by the dynamics of the 

blood; blood flow changes over seconds in response to neural activity, and these changes 

extend into nearby tissue. In practice, fMRI has a spatial resolution of 1 mm and a temporal 

resolution of approximately 1 s, which is adequate to distinguish among psychologically 

meaningful differences in brain activity (Aguirre, 2003). 
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Figure 1.1: fMRI set-up. Only the head is placed in the magnetic field to maintain uniformity. The three 

orthogonal weak magnets are adjusted to make the magnetic field as homogeneous as possible. 

Electrophysiological techniques 

The electrical activity of the brain can be recorded from scalp electrodes by the technique 

commonly called the electroencephalogram or EEG. In an experimental refinement of this 

method, a stimulus is presented, and the electrical activity following it is recorded. If many 

trials are averaged together, only the electrical activity that is produced by the stimulus 

remains. This electrical activity produced by the stimulus is called the event-related 

potential (ERP). Recording of event-related potentials from the scalp of humans is one 

method for obtaining detailed information about the duration and sequence of activity. 
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Disruptive techniques 

Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) 

TMS is a relatively new method for the non-invasive stimulation of nervous tissue. 

Magnetic stimulation causes neurons to become depolarised and fire action potentials. If 

this occurs in motor cortex, it will cause the corresponding part of the body to move. If the 

primary visual cortex is stimulated it will cause the appearance of phosphenes (flickers of 

light) in the visual field (Meyer et al., 1991). Stimulation of secondary cortex leads to 

disruption in function, as the already depolarised neurons cannot respond to the visual or 

motor stimulus. Therefore, TMS can be used to transiently create 'virtual' 

neuropsychological patients by safely and reversibly disrupting the function of a selected 

brain area. 

The scientific basis ofTMS is Faraday's property of electromagnetic induction in which 

current flowing in a primary circuit (the magnetic coil) would cause an electrical current to 

flow in a nearby secondary circuit (nervous tissue).lt has been known since the work of 

Galvani and Volta in the 1790's that neuromuscular tissue could be stimulated by 

externally applying electrical current but it was another one hundred years before 

D' Arsonaval used time-varying magnetic fields to report the phenomenon of 

magnetophosphenes, observed by participants with their heads placed in such a field (see 

figure 1.2). Silvanus P. Thompson continued working on the properties of this phenomenon 

in 1910, exposing volUnteers' heads to peak fields of 140 mT at frequencies of 50 Hz (see 

figure 1.3) 
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Figure 1.2: D' Arsonval performs painless stimulation of the nervous system by electromagnetic induction. 

Figure I .3: Silvanus P. Thompson attempting to electromagnetically stimulate his brain in 1910. 
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The use of TMS, in the investigation of the visual cortex was pioneered by Amass ian et al. 

(1989), who showed that a subjects' performance was impaired when a magnetic pulse was 

administered to the visual cortex between 60 and 140 ms after the onset of the visual 

stimulus thus creating a temporary functional lesion. Since then, a number of studies have 

used both single pulse and repetitive pulse TMS to investigate neurological deficits 

(Pascuale-Leone eta/., 1994; Walsh et al., 1998; Pourtois eta/., 2001 ). The advantage of 

TMS is that it is a safe way of producing focal, transient neural disorder in a localised area 

during the performance of cognitive tasks. Because the effects are reversible and 

instantaneous, the role of a particular brain function in a particular behavioural task can be 

established without the possibility of neural compensation occurring. Another advantage of 

TMS is that it has the spatial resolution of fMRI and the temporal resolution of EEG (see 

figure 1.4). 
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Figure 1.4: A comparison between 1MS and other techniques 
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Functional connectivity and excitability of neuronal tissue are key in defining and 

understanding how the central nervous system works and TMS helps us better understand 

how the brain is organised in the normal functioning brain and in various diseases. Using 

Brainsight, we have the ability to co-register the subjects MRI scans with their scalp co-

ordinates in order to locate the exact region of interest. Brainsight-frameless is a 

stereotactic image guidance system that facilitates the positioning of transcrania1 magnetic 

stimulator coils over a subject's brain. It can display the coil and targets (derived from MRl 

images) on anatomical MR images, providing an interactive navigational guide for coil 

positioning (see figure 5a). Figure 5b shows the TMS set-up. 

Figure l.Sa: Brainsight 
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1.3.3 Spatial neglect: A parietal ~yndrome? 

Traditionally, hemispatial neglect was referred to as a 'parietal syndrome' (Heilman eta/. 

1970; Heilman and Valenstein 1972; Vallar and Perani, 1986). Neglect-causing lesions 

have been reported in many different parts of the posterior parietal lobe. Based on studies 

of unselected middle cerebral artery (MCA) patients, the crucial cortical area most 

commonly associated with neglect is the inferior right posterior parietal lobe and in 

particular the temporo-parietal junction (TPJ) (Vallar and Perani, 1986; Leibovitch et 

a/.1998; Vallar, 2001; Mort eta/. 2003). Clinical studies using patients with cortical lesions 

suggest that the posterior parietal cortex (PPC) is involved in the representation of visual 

space ( Bisiach and Luzzatti 1978; De Renzi 1982;Vallar 2001). After a stroke that involves 

the PPC, the conception of space completely alters for a patient. This may result in the 

contralateral half of visual space shrinking and the ipsilateral side of space dilating. Even if 

an object can still be clearly recognised, its location in the field of view can appear 

distorted (Milner, 1987). 

Perhaps the most used method for diagnosing the presence and severity of spatial neglect in 

patients is the line bisection task. Line bisection is a simple task in which the patient is 

asked to mark where they believe the centre of a horizontal line to be (see figure 1.6). 

Patients with PPC lesions bisect horizontal lines to the right of centre (Heilman, 1983 ). 

This has been attributed to patients perceiving linear extents in the left half of egocentric 

space as shorter than equivalent extents in the right half of space (Milner et al. 1993; 

Milner and Harvey, 1995). 
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Figure l.6:Shows the line bisection task. The grey portion represents the section neglected by the patient 

An ERP study in normal participants showed right hemisphere lateral occipital, inferior 

parietal and superior parietal areas were generators of activity in the line bisection task 

(Foxe eta/. 2003). The latency of stimulus processing and contributions from parvocellular 

and magnocellular inputs were manipulated. It was shown that the line bisection effect 

systematically tracks the latency of the Nl component, which is considered a temporal 

marker for object processing in the ventral stream, suggesting this task involves an object

based form of visuospatial attention (Foxe et at. 2003). Fink eta/. 2003 induced distortion 

of the egocentric reference frame through galvanic vestibular stimulation (GVS) while 

performing allocentric visuospatial judgements (line bisection) to investigate the neural 

mechanisms behind GVS and spatial frame reference computation using fMRl . Activation 

of the right posterior parietal and ventral premotor cortex reflects the increased processing 

demands when compensating for the distorted egocentric spatial reference frame while 

maintaining accurate performance during the allocentric spatial task. These results suggest 

that the right posterior parietal cortex and right ventral pre-motor areas are involved in the 

computation of spatial reference frames . 
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A perceptual version of the traditional line bisection paradigm is provided by the landmark 

task. Here, a subject is asked to make judgements about whether pre-bisected lines are 

bisected to the right or left of centre (Milner et al. 1992, 1993; Bisiach et al. 1998). Biases 

in the landmark task, like those seen in the line bisection task have often been taken to 

reflect distorted spatial perception in neglect patients (Bisiach et al. 1998; Milner et al. 

1998). Imaging studies with normal participants have shown increased neural activity in 

inferior parietal lobes when performing the landmark task (Fink et al. 2002). In healthy 

subjects, transient disruption of right PPC by repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation 

(rTMS) provokes impairment on the landmark task, similarly to that found in structural 

lesions to that area (Fierro et al. 2000; Bjoertomt eta/. 2002). Likewise, left posterior 

parietal TMS stimulation in left neglect patients ameliorated contralesional visuospatial 

neglect when performing the landmark task (Brighina et al. 2003). 

Chiba et al. (2005) used a verbal and manual line bisection task as a new method of 

dissociating sensory attentional and motor intentional aspects in tmilateral neglect patients. 

They found that patients with a large rightward bias in the verbal task but not in the manual 

task had impaired sensory attentional functions, rather than motor intentional functions. 

This supports the hyper rightward attention theory (K.insbourne, 1970) and the impaired 

shifting attention theory (Posner eta/., 1987). Patients with large bisection errors in the 

manual task but not the verbal task had damage to motor intentional functions, rather than 

sensory attentional functions. This supports the directional hypokinesis hypothesis in which 

patients have an inability to make arm movements into left space while still able to attend 

stimuli in their left hemifield (Heilman and Valenstein, 1979). Some patients showed 

increased rightward deviation in both the verbal and manual tasks, indicating the co

existence ofboth attentional and intentional deficits in the same patient They found that 10 
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out of the 12 patients with motor-intentional neglect had lesions to the pre-rolandic and 

subcortical areas, consistent with previous literature (Bisiach et al. 1990). Seven out of 11 

of the patients with sensory attentional neglect had lesions to the post-rolandic areas, also 

consistent with previous literature (Mesulam, 1981 ). However 4 out of the 11 subjects did 

not show attentional neglect, despite having post-rolandic lesions and 2 out of the 12 

patients with pre-rolandic lesions did not show motor-intentional neglect. The dichotomy 

therefore holds in the broad sense but there are exceptions. 

It is thought, on the basis of fMRI studies that the inferior parietal lobe is responsible for 

the focalizing and fixating of attention (Vandenberghe et a/. 2001 ). A traditional method of 

testing this ability in neglect patients is the cancellation task. Cancellation tasks are most 

commonly administered as pencil and paper tests that are used to assess ability to visually 

search for an identifiable target and to either cancel or circle all such target items in an 

array. They may be as simple as bisecting lines on a page (Albert, 1973) or they may 

include simple symbols such as the star cancellation task (as shown in figure 1.7), or they 

may involve more complex arrays such as the Bells Test (Gauthier et aJ. 1989). Scoring of 

cancellation tests is commonly based on the error scores (both omissions ('misses') and 

commissions ('false alarms')), the time taken to complete the task or the region in which 

most errors were made. 
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Figure 1.7: Star cancellation. The two marked central stars are cancelled by the experimenter, as an example 
for the patient Here, the patient only cancels stars on the right hand side of the page. 

Patients with spatial neglect often fail to cancel targets following a recognizable pattern, 

they move from target to target erratically (Gauthier et al. 1989), show a strong tendency to 

start their cancellation performance on the right (Jalas et al. 2002), and have a tendency to 

ignore targets in left hemispace and repeatedly cancel targets in the right hemispace. 

Neglect patients explore and cancel targets further into their contralateral side when there 

are fewer visual stimuli (Chatterjee et al. 1999).The extent of disorganisation during 

cancellation tasks can depend on the extent to which the targets themselves are spatially 

organised (Weintraub and Mesulam, 1988). Mannan eta/. (2005) found that damage 

including the intra-parietal sulcus or right inferior frontal lobe tends to result in re-

examining previously searched locations in a visual search task unlike damage to occipito-

temporal lesions. Probability of re-examining items increased with time since first 

discovering it in intraparietal sulcus patients whereas for frontal patients it was independent 
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of time. A new variant of the cancellation task in which invisible marks were made 

revealed neglect of contralesional targets was more pronounced with invisible marks and 

stronger neglect of contralesional targets correlated with more re-visits to ipsilesional 

targets for making additional invisible marks upon them (Wojciulik et al. 2004). This 

suggests that demands on spatial working memory (which is required to keep track of 

previously found items only when marked invisibly) can exacerbate spatial neglect due to 

failures in remembering locations that have already been searched (Malhotra et al. 2004). 

When spatial working memory deficits are found in neglect patients damage is seen in the 

right parietal lobe and insula (Malhotra eta/. 2005). Visuo-spatial working memory can 

also provide a framework for interpreting aspects of representational neglect, with or 

without personal neglect (Beschin et al. 1997). 

Another way to investigate the lesioned brains ability to focalise and fixate attention is the 

use of visual search tasks. These paradigms have been used extensively to characterize 

hemispatial neglect. Feature Integration theory was created to explain how we do the task 

of visual search. Visual search involves individuals searching for a pre-defmed target in a 

display containing multiple items. One can construct the following four distinct search 

tasks: 11 Parallel (easy) feature; 2/ Serial (hard) feature; 3/ parallel (easy) conjunction and 

4/ serial (hard) conjunction (see figure 1.8). Parallel searches are the simplest fonn of visual 

search as they don't require attention and are therefore known as 'pre-attentive'. Search 

tasks where the target is not unique and is made up of a conjunction of features also present 

elsewhere in the array require binding of features in order to be processed. These are known 

as serial search tasks and denote an attentional spotlight which is required for feature 

integration of conjtmction search (Wolfe, 1994). Right hemisphere patients with left 

hemifield neglect often demonstrate abnormal visual search, re-examining stimuli to the 
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right while ignoring those stimuli to the left (Mannan eta/. 2005). Patients show 

hyperattention or a stronger bias to allocate attention to the most ipsilesional items (D'Erme 

et a/. 1992). Eye movement studies have shown that neglect patients make fewer 

ipsilesional than contralesional saccades, are slower to initiate leftward saccades, make 

multiple saccades to locate the contralateral target, have prolonged search times for 

ipsilesional targets and adopt a rightward position for starting their visual exploration 

(Chedru, 1976; Duhamel et al. 1992; Ishiai eta/. 1987,1992; Walker and Findlay, 1996). 

Kristjansson eta/. (2005) examined priming of visual search by repeated target location or 

colour in patients with left visual neglect following strokes to the inferior parietal lobe. 

Patients showed intact priming even when a return of fixation back to display-centre was 

required between successive trials. This study demonstrates intact priming of visual search 

by colour and location in patients with right parietal damage meaning that a spared area is 

responsible for priming. 

a 

I l_j 
L _j _j 

I I _j 

b 

Fi&ure 1.8a shows a hard feature task b shows a hard conjunction task 

While there is a large body of work in normal brain studies supporting the roles of 

intraparietal sulcus (IPS)-superior parietal lobule (SPL) and frontal eye field (FEF) in visual 
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attention (Corbetta, 1998; Corbetta eta/. 1998; Luna eta/. 1998; Nobre eta/. 2000), there 

is much less support that these are the particular areas involved in patients with unilateral 

spatial neglect. As previously stated, the parietal region most commonly damaged in 

neglect patients is the inferior parietal lobule (Vallar and Perani, 1986). In fact, patients 

with lesions to the IPS more commonly show optic ataxia and rarely show neglect. There is 

therefore a discrepancy between the location of parietal areas active during visuospatial 

tasks, and the location of lesions that cause neglect. However, the possibility that damage to 

IPL can modulate activity in SPL cannot be discounted. 

1.3.4 Other substrates 

Small lesions confmed to parietal cortex rarely cause conspicuous neglect. Even neglect in 

the context of parietal damage usually indicates an extended subcortical lesion. Clinical 

reports have shown that almost identical behavioural deficits can arise after cortico

subcorticallesions to the frontal lobes (Damasio eta/. 1980), temporal lobes (Samuelsson 

et al. 1997) and subcortical lesions of the cingulate gyrus (Watson eta/. 1973), basal 

ganglia (Ferro eta/. 1987) and thalamus (Watson and Heilman, 1979; Rafal and Posner, 

1987) as well as damage to the parietal lobe (V allar and Perani, 1986). Until recently, 

studies indicating temporal involvements in neglect were restricted to studies that reported 

visuospatial neglect highly associated with large lesions, converging on the middle 

temporal lobe and/or the temporo-parietal paraventricular white matter. Ptak and Valenza 

(2005) have shown that patients with inferior temporal damage show impaired visual 

search. Involvement of the parietal lobe did not predict the degree of distractibility in visual 

search. Neglect patients with high distractibility showed damage to the inferior temporal 

lobe suggesting a role for this region in competitive attentional processes involved in visual 
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search. Absence of neglect symptoms was, however, a common finding following lesions 

to these brain areas, indicating a rather weak association between neglect in these structures 

(Samuelsson eta/. 1997). 

Recently, a controversial paper by Karnath et a/. (200 1) suggested that the crucial locus of 

brain damage that causes neglect symptoms was not in the posterior parieta11obe at all but 

in the middle of the superior temporal gyrus (STG). This study has caused a re-evaluation 

of the neural substrate for spatial neglect. Karnath eta/. (200 1) used a different approach 

than was used in previous neglect studies in that they only included 'ptrre neglect' cases, 

that is, only patients without visual field defects. They found that the centre of lesion 

overlap in neglect patients was the superior temporal gyrus (STG). They also found no 

evidence for a predominant involvement of the inferior parietal lobe (lPL), the temporal

parietal-occipital (TPO) junction, cingulate gyrus or the middle temporal gyrus. Previous 

reports on lesion location have included cases of patients who not only suffered from 

neglect but of hemianopia also (Vallar and Perani, 1986). This original study by Karnath et 

a/. (200 1) has been criticized as an artefact due to the exclusion of many typical neglect 

patients with associated visual field deficits, resulting in an anterior shift of the apparent 

lesion focus (Mort eta/. 2003). The study by Mort eta/. (2003) reconfirmed the traditional 

findings by including hemianopic neglect patients. 

It would seem then that these results would exclude each other, however, instead of 

supporting the idea that there is one cortical area associated with neglect, they suggest the 

possibility that there are at least two areas depending on the presence or absence of 

hemianopia as well as on the functional definition of neglect by the screening tasks used. It 

would seem that different tasks tap into different mechanisms of spatial attention. In the 
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study by Karnath eta/. (200 1 ), screening was strongly biased towards tasks involving 

visual search such as cancellation and scene copying. In contrast, the patients studied in 

Mort eta/. (2003) were assessed in a more traditional way using both line bisection and 

cancellation tasks. 

Since Karnath and colleagues' study, a number of studies have been performed to pinpoint 

the exact underlying mechanism and substrate of both the cancellation and line bisection 

tasks. It has been suggested that the cancellation task is sensitive to motor-intentional 

neglect, whereas the line bisection task is sensitive to sensory attentional neglect (Coslett et 

a!., 1990; Bisiach eta/., 1990). Although these studies could dissociate attentional from 

intentional neglect, they couldn't be used to compare line bisection performance with 

cancellation performance. Na eta/. ( 1998) developed a method to dissociate attentional and 

intentional neglect in both the line bisection and cancellation task. There were three distinct 

groups of patients; those with attentional neglect in both the line bisection and the 

cancellation task showed lesions in the parietal lobe, those with intentional neglect in both 

the line bisection and cancellation task showed lesions in anterior and subcortical regions 

and patients with intentional neglect in the line bisection task but attentional neglect in the 

cancellation task showed anterior lesions. 

Reports of double dissociations between line bisection and cancellation task in neglect 

patients suggest fundamental differences in the tasks' respective demands on selective and 

sustained attention. Studies of anatomy underlying line bisection errors have consistently 

included patients who exhibited cancellation deficits perhaps resulting in the believed area 

involved as being more anterior than it actually is. Likewise, spatial neglect may have been 

mislocalized posteriorly by including a separate group of patients who exhibit line bisection 
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deficits. Rorden eta/. (in press) used a subtraction technique that codes the relative 

incidence of damage specific to line bisection errors. They found the centre of overlap to be 

at the junction between middle occipital gyrus and middle temporal gyms. They therefore 

speculated that the dorsal intraparietal lobe (IPL) was the best predictor of line bisection 

deficits, rather than the TPJ. All these areas implicated comprise a large-scale network 

involved in spatial attention. It is therefore possible that neglect is a syndrome of this 

network as a whole and its complexity reflects the clinical heterogeneity of neglect. 

In the following studies, I will be using tasks involved in the diagnosis of neglect as an 

indicator of functions in the normal brain using Transcranial Magnetic stimulation (TMS). 

This may aid dissociation between task and area of involvement in the bra~ delineating 

some of the issues prevalent in the neglect literature. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE ROLE OF SUPERIOR TEMPORAL GYRUS LESIONS IN NEGLECT

LIKE SYMPTOMS: AN INVESTIGATION USING TRANSCRANIAL 

MAGNETIC STIMlJLATION. 

2.1 Introduction 

The aim of this study was to investigate the claim by Karnath et a/. (200 1) that the main 

locus of neurological damage in neglect patients is right superior temporal gyrus (STG) 

and not right posterior parietal cortex (PPC). As previously mentioned in chapter 1, it is 

necessary to consider that there are two areas involved, depending on the presence or 

absence of hemianopia as well as on the functional definition of neglect by the 

screening tasks used. In the study by Kamath et al. (2001), neglect screening involved 

tasks associated with visual search (cancellation and scene copying), and excluded line 

bisection. This study tests the functional role of right STG using line bisection as well 

as a visual search paradigm. We use the perceptual version of the line bisection task: the 

landmark task. 

As previously mentioned in chapter 1, modified versions of the landmark task in healthy 

subjects has shown that such visuospatial judgements activate inferior parts of the right 

posterior parietal cortex as well as more superiorly along the intraparietal sulcus (lPS) 

(Fink et al. 2000). Thus, the inferior right PPC is involved with spatial processing, as 

tapped by the landmark task. It is however possible that the IPS activation was caused 

by the scanning eye movements needed in the landmark task. It has already been shown 

that it is possible to induce similar contralateral effects on the landmark task in healthy 

subjects using repetitive pulse TMS (rTMS) over right PPC (Fierro et a/. 2001 ), and that 

this is restricted to near space (Bjoertomt eta/. 2002). If, then, rTMS to the right STG 
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results in similar neglect-like symptoms in the landmark task, clear support would be 

provided for the theory put forward by Karnath and colleagues (Karnath eta/. 2001). 

It is well documented that neglect patients show difficulty with exploratory search 

(Mannan eta/. 2005; D'Enne eta/. 1992). One way to investigate this deficit is to use 

visual search tasks. Based on visual search studies in normal subjects, assumptions can 

be made as to how the neglect syndrome may affect the processing of visual search 

tasks. If neglect is merely a deficit of attention then neglect patients should perform at a 

similar rate as normal subjects in a feature search (pre-attentive) task. In comparison, 

neglect patients should perform worse than controls for conjunction search tasks when 

the target appears on the contralateral side. To investigate this, we carried out a second 

experiment in which we sought to test the involvement of the right STG in visual search 

tasks. The involvement of right PPC in such tasks is widely known, with TMS evidence 

arguing strongly for its critical involvement being in the processing of conjunction 

items in space (Ellison eta/. 2003). Other evidence, however, including functional MRI 

data has suggested that the critical determinant of brain processing in visual search tasks 

was defined by the difficulty of the search, and thus the attention required for its 

processing. It has therefore been suggested that it is this difficulty aspect that involves 

right PPC (e.g. Nobre eta/. 2003). 

The problem with previous discussions of visual search is that that there is a conflation 

between 'difficult/easy', 'serial/parallel', and 'conjunction/feature' search tasks. The 

search stimulus used, however, is not 100 % correlated with the search pattern required 

to find it. Four distinct search tasks can be constructed: 1/ parallel (easy) feature; 21 

Serial (hard) feature; 3/ parallel (easy) conjunction; and 4/ serial (hard) conjunction. It is 

therefore possible to have feature search arrays that require a serial search and 
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conjUnction search arrays that require only parallel search (Ellison et al. 2003). With 

regard to the literature concerning neglect and visual search, it is agreed that 'the binary 

distinction between preattentive/featural and attentive/conjunction processing does not 

obviously hold in neglect' (Behrmann eta/. 2004 ). Ellison eta/. (2003) showed that 

right PPC is involved in the processing of any search for conjunction items even if the 

search was extremely easy and parallel, showing that the critical involvement of right 

PPC is in conjunction search in space, irrespective of difficulty. In comparison, rTMS 

of this region does not have any effect on a very difficult serial feature search so it is 

predicted that the difficulty found in neglect patients should be related to the anatomy of 

their damage (Ellison et al. 2003). 

The present study attempts a complementary approach to lesion studies, using TMS to 

investigate the functional involvement of the right STG in tasks related to the two 

traditional diagnostic paradigms for neglect (landmark and visual search). As an 

experimental comparison and in order to replicate earlier studies, we have also 

examined the effects of TMS on the right PPC in each case. 
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2.2 Methods 

Subjects 

Five healthy subjects, aged 21-36, with normal or corrected to normal vision (all right 

handed; 2 female), participated. All subjects complied with current guidelines and gave 

their signed informed consent in accordance with Durham University Ethics Advisory 

Committee, and could withdraw from the experiment at any time. Subject selection 

complied with current guidelines for rTMS research (Wasserman, 1998). 

Stimuli 

All stimuli were presented on a 320mm x 240mm monitor driven by a Pentium 4 PC 

programmed in E-Prime (Psychology Software Tools, Jnc). Subjects were seated 

comfortably 57.5 em away from the screen with the centre of the screen at pupil level. 

The subjects' head and trunk sagittal midline was aligned with the centre of the screen, 

and their head position was controlled by a chinrest. Apart from the light from the PC 

screen, the room was darkened, and the stimuli were equilwninant at 120 cd/m2
• 

Landmark task 

The landmark paradigm used in this experiment was a modified version of that used by 

Bjoertomt et al. (2002) in their original study. Each stimulus consisted of a 

symmetrically or asymmetrically bisected white horizontal line on a black background. 

The lines were of four different lengths ranging from 20 to 23 o. In one third of trials, the 

line was symmetrically bisected by a short vertical line (2° visual angle long). Both long 

and short Jines were symmetrica11y bisected in order to eliminate 1ength processing as a 
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strategy. In the remainder of the trials, the line was asymmetrically bisected to make 

either the left or right longer by either 1 or 2° of visual angle. All lines were 0.1 o thick. 

The stimuli were always presented with the bisection mark at the head and body midline 

of the subject. 

A central fixation cross appeared for 500 ms fo1lowed by the appearance of the stimulus 

for 300 ms which was immediately followed by a mask {30° x 30°), which then 

remained present until the subject responded. The mask consisted of a thick (0.2°) 

horizontal line and central vertical bar, which in combination always covered the 

previously displayed stimulus. Subjects were asked to respond in one of two ways, the 

first instruction being: "Which was longer? Left or right?. and the second being; .. Which 

was shorter? Left or right?" (see figure 2. I) Each instruction was used in separate 9 

blocks of trials with adequate practice given for each. Responses were made on a button 

box with the left button denoting left and the right button denoting right. Subjects were 

asked to respond as quickly as they could but not to sacrifice accuracy for speed. The 

inter-trial interval was 4000 ms. 
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Figure 2.1: Landmark task arrays. Subjects were asked to decide which side of a bisected line was longer 
or which was shorter. In a third oftrials, lines were bisected centrally. 

Visual search tasks 

Three visual search tasks were used (see figure 2.2) Two of the tasks (feature and 

conjunction) required serial search (> lOms/item) and constitute ''hard" search in terms 

of difficulty. The third task (feature) was a simple "pop-out" search with a parallel 

search function ( <5ms/item) and is termed "easy" search. The target could appear 

anywhere in the 8 x 6 array of virtual boxes on the screen. 

In the feature tasks, the target was unique amongst the distractors whereas in the 

conjunction task, both the orientation and colour of the target were shared among the 

distractors. All items subtended 2° x 2° visual angle and were presented against a black 

background. Subjects were asked to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible as 
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to the presence or absence of the target on a button box (]eft button for target-present, 

right button for target-absent). Each trial was preceded by a central fixation cross (0.5° 

x 0.5°) for 500ms followed immediately by the stimulus array. There were eight items 

in each array. In trials in which the target was absent, and extra distiacter was displayed 

to eliminate counting as a strategy. The target was present in 50% of trials, and there 

was never more than one target. The visual array remained present until response, or for 

1500 ms, whichever was shorter, and the inter-trial interval was 4000 ms. 

The hard feature task required search for a white L shaped target amongst 180° rotated 

L shapes and 270° rotated L shapes. The easy feature task required search for a white 

slash (!), amongst white backslashes (\). The hard conjunction task required search for a 

red slash amongst red backslashes and green slashes (see figure 2.2). 

A B c 

Figure 2.2: Visual search tasks. A is the easy feature task. The target being a white slash(/), amongst 
white backslashes (\) . B is the hard feature task. l11e target was an upright L shape amongst rotated L 
shapes. C is the hard conjunction task. The target being a red slash amongst red backslashes and green 
slashes. 
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TMS 

A Magstim (Whitland, UK) Model 200 was used and stimulation was applied at 65% of 

the stimulator's maximum power (2 Tessler). This level of stimulation is greater than 

the thresholds required to induce movement (over primary motor cortex) or the 

perception of phosphenes (over primary visual cortex). 

Two sites of stimulation were used- right superior temporal gyrus and right posterior 

parietal cortex. The STG site (the main area oflesion overlap in Karnath et al. 's 

analysis) was located using frameless stereotaxy with each subjects' individual 

structural MRI scan (Brainsight, Rogue Research, Montreal, Canada) at the beginning 

of the session. This area is located approximately lcm posterior to vertex and J4cm 

lateral on the scalp (see figure 2.3). The PPC site was identified by using a hunting 

procedure with the hard conjunction task as described in Ash bridge et a/. { 1997) and 

used by Bjoertomt eta/. (2002) in their investigation of the landmark task. This site lies 

posterior within the typical area to which damage causes neglect. In the hunting 

procedure, 10 trials of TMS are given to each site in a 3 x 3 grid (each point 1 em apart; 

see figure 2.3) around a central point 9cm dorsal to the mastoid inion and 6cm lateral. 

This functionally localised position was then verified using Brainsight (see figure 2.4) 

before the experimental procedure. 
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Figure 2.3: The 3 x 3 grid used to functionally localize right PPC using the hard conjunction search task 
and the resultant position in each subject. 

Right STG stimulation was applied using a small (50mm) 'figure of8' coil placed 

tangential to the skull. Due to the likelihood of magnetic pulses in this area (just above 

the ear) causing superficial facial muscle twitches that might interfere with the 

processing of the visual task, the frequency used here was 4 Hz for 500ms. This resulted 

in 2 pulses per trial. 

Right PPC TMS was applied with a 70mm figure of 8 coil at 1OHz for 500ms, resulting 

in 5 pulses per trial. 

In the no-TMS condition, the TMS coil discharged the pulses near to but directed away 

from, the subjects' head. Therefore, the audible effect ofTMS was always present but 

without the accompanying pulse delivery at the cortex. 

At each site, the train of pulses began at presentation of the visual stimulus (post-

fixation). The landmark task was tested at each stimulation site in 8 blocks of 12 trials 

(alternate TMS and no-TMS blocks, randomised across subjects) for each instruction 

(Which is longer? and Which is shorter?). Each visual search task was also tested in 8 
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x 12 trials at each stimulation site. The order of al1 tasks was randomised across subjects. 

Three testing sessions (one per week), lasting approximately 1.5 hrs, were required per 

subject and each of them completed all tasks. 

rPPC TRANSVERSE rSTG 

rPPC CORONAL rSTG 

rPPC SAGITTAL rSTG 

rPPC SURFACE rSTG 

Figure 2.4: Stimulated areas were localized using each subjects' MRl scan co-registered to their skull co
ordinates using Brainsight software. 
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2.3 Results 

Landmark task 

Accuracy with asymmetrically bisected lines was always >97% and there was no 

significant difference between error rates on TMS and no-TMS trials [three factor (site 

of stimulation x line length x instruction) repeated measures ANOVA (analysis of 

variance). TMS over either site had no significant effect on reaction time, whether lines 

were asymmetrically or symmetricaHy bisected [3 factor (hemispace x instruction x 

TMS condition) repeated measures ANOVA]. 

The most noticeable results in this task resulted from the pattern of subjects' responses 

when Jines were centraJiy bisected. When TMS was applied to rPPC, subjects 

responded that the left side of the line was shorter in 20% more trials than without TMS 

(t (4) = 4.080, P = 0.027, paired t-test). When they were asked which side was longer, 

they responded that the right side was longer in 22% more TMS trials than in no-TMS 

trials (t (4) = 6.326, P = 0.003). Subjects therefore exhibited, with PPC TMS, a 

tendency to underestimate the leftward segment of the lines, as in contralateral neglect 

(see figure 2.5). 

In contrast, there was no significant difference in response patterns when TMS was 

applied over rSTG (t = 0.214, df= 4, p = 0,841, longer condition; t = 0.412, df= 4, p = 

0.701, shorter condition). 
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Figure 2.5: Response patterns when the line was bisected in the landmark task. Only TMS over right 
PPC induces contralateral neglect-like effects. 

Visual search 

The visual search tasks displayed a clear difference between the effect of 1MS over 

rSTG and rPPC on target-present reaction times. A 3 factor [site of stimulation x task x 

TMS] repeated measures ANOV A was performed on the data. There was a significant 

main effect for task [F (2,8) = 32.772, P < 0.001] and a significant interaction between 

the three factors [F (2,8) = 15.991 , P=0.002]. Post hoc Bonferroni tests revealed that 

TMS over STG had a significant effect on search reaction time for the target in the hard 

feature search task [t (4) = 8.039, P = 0.001] but not in the easy feature task, [t (4) = 

0.516 P = 0.633] or in the hard conjunction task [t ( 4) = 0.228, P = 0.831]. 

Conversely, TMS over rPPC had a significant effect on reaction time in the serial 

conjunction task [t (4) = 3.790 P = 0.019], but not in the hard feature task [t (4) = 1.186, 

P = 0.301], or the easy feature task [t (4) = 0.666, P = 0.542] (see figure 2.6). 
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In a two factor [task x hemispace] repeated measures ANOVA (using TMS/no TMS 

scores), for each stimulation site separately, there was no significant difference between 

TMS effects for target presented in left or right hemispace under either STG or PPC 

stimulation (STG: F (1 ,4) = 0.196, P = 0.681; PPC: F (1 ,4) = 0.026, P = 0.880). 

Error rates in all visual search tasks were <2% and again, there was no significant 

difference between error rates for TMS and no-TMS trials. 
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Figure 2.6: Effect ofTMS on reaction time in the visual search tasks. TMS over right STG causes a 
significant increase in reaction time in the hard feature search. TMS over right P.PC causes a significant 
increase in reaction time in the hard conjunction search task. 
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2.4 Discussion 

This study replicated previous findings of contralesional neglect-llke symptoms on the 

landmark task following 1MS over right PPC (Fierro et al. 2000; Bjoertomt et al. 2002) 

which is also supported by recent fMRI data, which showed activation in inferior as 

well as superior parts of the parietal lobe, particularly in the right hemisphere (Fink et 

a/. 2000, 200 l ). In contrast, TMS over right STG failed to produce such an effect on the 

landmark task. This may seem inconsistent with argument made by Karnath eta/. 

(200 1) that the crucial locus of neurological damage in neglect patients is Brodmanns 

area 42, in the superior temporal gyrus. 

However, as discussed in chapter 1, neglect has been assessed by a variety of clinical 

tests used to detect the disorder. Although these tests are helpful diagnostic tools they 

were not designed to pin point the specific mechanisms that underlie the defective 

performance of a particular patient, and it is known that different neglect patients can be 

differentially impaired in a variety of tasks. Mort eta/. (2003) used both Jine bisection 

and cancellation tasks for the screening of their patients. A number of these patients 

showed a double dissociation between line bisection and canceJlation. 

The existence of double dissociations between tasks in neglect patients made Halligan 

and Marshall (1992) and later Ferber and Karnath (2001) question neglect as a 

'meaningful theoretical entity'. These indications of the multifarious nature of the 

neglect syndrome are borne out by the results of the present study, in which a particular 

exploratory search task revealed an involvement of the right STG, but not the PPC. 

Given the double dissociation we have found between task used and brain area 

stimulated, it is clear that the detection of neglect is likely to depend on the task used. 
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Indeed. our results show that the right PPC has a key role in processing of both the 

landmark and hard conjunction tasks. 

Since the effects were modulated by task, i.e stimulation at each site caused processing 

deficits in one visual search task but not in the other two, it is clear that these visual 

search findings are not simply caused by a generalized TMS effect on search. Neither 

can the effects be explained by the difference in stimulation parameters between areas 

either. To minimise muscle twitch and eye blinks, which would affect the subject's 

ability to do the task it was necessary to use a lower frequency of stimulation over right 

STG due to its position on the scalp. If it had not have been possible to find effects in 

any of the tasks using these lower stimulation parameters then it would not have been 

clear that our stimulation of this site was sufficient to cause a disruptive effect on 

processing. However, 4Hz did allow us to induce clear task-specific disruption to 

processing in right STG. It is possible that stimulating at 10Hz would have produced 

stronger effects, as brain activity at the critical time would be disrupted to a more 

selective degree. However, the parameters used were sufficient to detect clear 

deferential effects, thus showing an important double dissociation in our results. No 

deficits in processing were observed in the landmark task with 4 Hz stimulation which 

is all that is necessary to find the effects in all other visual tasks, so it is unlikely that a 

higher frequency of stimulation over right STG would uncover effects in the landmark 

task. Although the effects were not large enough to reach significance, separate 

(unpublished) data have shown that 4Hz stimulation over right PPC replicated our 

results in the I 0 Hz condition. Using 4 Hz in the landmark condition, subjects 

underestimated the length of the left line 18 % more than without TMS. In the search 

conditions, 4 Hz TMS over PPC induced a 36.25 ms increase in reaction time in the 

hard conjunction condition. 
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One of the concerns regarding TMS experiments is that inferences made about the 

involvement of a particular area in a particular task may be inaccurate due to the spread 

of current following a TMS pulse. It is already known that current does spread to 

adjacent cortex and along neurological pathways (llmoniemi eta/. 1997) but this is 

unlikely to be of enough strength to cause cognitive disruption in these areas. 

In order to avoid practice effects, the order of the testing sessions was randomised 

across weeks. Each testing session used a different site of stimulation and the order of 

the tasks was randomised within each testing session. No-TMS reaction times were 

taken on each testing day, so even if subjects were faster on day 2 for example, their 

TMS reaction times on that day were directly comparable to their no-TMS reaction 

times collected in the same session. 

As neither PPC nor STG has been found in TMS studies to be involved in the 

processing of simple pop-out search, it can be suggested that highly parallel feature 

search is processed earlier in the visual system than either of the sites studied here. 

Although it is known that the temporal cortex is involved in feature search processing 

(Chelazzi et al, 1998) this is the first study to demonstrate critical involvement of the 

superior temporal gyrus in this kind of processing. 

It is notable, however, that asymmetrical (i.e contralesional hemisphere) effects were 

not manifested for either the PPC or STG stimulation in the visual search tasks, 

although they were in the landmark experiment. Aside from the obvious difference of 

lesion volume between neglect patients after MCA infarction and the more focal TMS

induced disturbances, this may be due to three reasons. The failure of neglect patients to 
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orient to contralesional stimuli occurs not only with respect to egocentric-reference 

frames but also with respect to object-based reference frames. Our finding of no 

disproportionally increased reaction times contralaterally may suggest that we produced 

an object-based deficit. 

A second reason may be the immense plasticity of the brain. Following a lesion to the 

right PPC, the left PPC may take over processing by default, even though only the 

contralateral hemispace can be processed This would result in left hemispatial neglect 

following a right hemisphere lesion in patients tested after their damage had occurred. 

Contralateral neglect can occur minutes after stroke and it is possible that these minutes 

are crucial for the switch to left hemisphere control In contrast, the very brief TMS 

stimulation period may not be long enough for this switch over to occur. 

A third reason may be the decision demands of the task. In this study, subjects' response 

were 'target present' or 'target absent', perhaps requiring a left/right response would 

more closely resemble the directional nature of responses in clinical canceJJation tasks. 

Chapter 3 investigates these questions further. 
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CHAPTER3 

UNCOVERING HEMISPATIAL ASYMMETRIES IN VISUAL SEARCH USING 

l'MS AND WHAT IT CAN TELL US ABOUT NEGLECT 

3.1 Introduction 

In the previous study (chapter 2) a double dissociation was found between PPC and STG on 

exploratory search tasks and was unique in providing the first report of a search deficit 

when applying 1MS to the STG. It has therefore become apparent that different areas ofthe 

brain are primarily involved in the processing of different tasks used to diagnose neglect. 

Therefore, from this evidence in normal brain, it seems that neglect as a syndrome and its 

associated damage are clearly related to the task used to diagnose it. 

The effects that 1MS has in an experimental setting would indeed be more like those seen 

following neglect without hemianopia by virtue of the fact that subjects have no 

contalateral visual deficiency, nor can 1MS of areas of interest in this question (either PPC 

or STG) induce one. 1MS serves to introduce a brief cortical desynchronisation. Therefore 

if an area is critically involved in the processing of the concurrent task, some detriment to 

performance, such as an increase in reaction time, will be seen. TMS can therefore be used 

to delineate the exact functional nature of the involvement of normal brain areas in tasks in 

which impairment is usually seen after neurological insult, such as stroke. 

However, one difference between the effects ofTMS on the brain and the performance seen 

in these tasks following damage is the lack of a disproportionate ltemispatial effect in visual 
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search tasks (see chapter 2) although this was uncovered in the landmark task. Therefore 

simulated neglect could not be claimed during TMS at either PPC or STG. Chapter 2 

touched on four proposed reasons as to why an overall TMS effect was tmcovered (as 

opposed to a disproportionate eftect on reaction time to items appearing in the left 

hemifield). 

Two un-testable reasons stem from the obvious difference between lesion size resulting 

from neurological insult and the relatively restricted area of neuronal disruption. Also, the 

widespread reorganisation which happens as a consequence of damage, cannot be 

discounted, which may lead to left hemisphere processing of predominantly right hemifield 

as previously mentioned in chapter 2. 

The third reason no asymmetrical effects of TMS were shown may be due to the special 

characteristics of neglect itself. The failure of neglect patients to orient to contralesional 

stimuli occurs not only with respect to egocentric-reference frames (Hornak, 1992; 

Karnath, 1997; Karnath eta/., 1998), but also with respect to object-centred reference 

frames (Driver et al., 1994; Tipper and Behrmann, 1996; Behrmann and Tipper, 1999). It is 

possible that in the previous study (chapter 2), an object-based deficit my have been 

produced. That is, if each fixated objects' processing were impaired, there would be the 

same degree of reaction-time deficit for targets appearing in both left and right hemifields. 

This effect may be peculiar to TMS-induced effects, in mimicking a rather atypical form of 

neglect that is only sometimes present in patients (Driver et a/, 1999). The present study 

sought to investigate this by constraining the array to be searched to the left or right 

hemifields and also a central presentation. 
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Finally, the fourth reason may be due to a lack of a clear spatial requirement in the 

performance indicator of the original experiments. The effects seen in chapter 2 in the 

landmark task were contralateral and, in this case the subjects' response was explicit1y 

based on spatial catergories relevant in neglect, i.e, 'left' or 'right'. However, in the visual 

search tasks, the response was 'target present' or 'target absent'. It may be that the 

processing of a present/absent response requires more global processing. less spatially 

intensive than the search required if the subject is asked to indicate which side of space the 

target appeared in (i.e detection versus localisation). Indeed, Behrmann et al. (1997) 

showed that patients with neglect have a deficient search pattern biased to the right 

hemispace. Such a deficient search pattern may be sufficient to complete a target present or 

absent search without disproportionate effects. However, if an added spatial component 

were added to the performance indicator such as asking the subject to indicate whether the 

target appeared on the left or on the right hemispace (as in the landmark task), TMS may 

affect the processing of contralateral stimuli more in this case. 

The present study has aimed to address some of these issues. As the previous study showed 

clear double dissociations between task and site, this study selected the suitable search task 

known to be impaired by TMS at each stimulation site (STG or PPC). When testing the 

effects of right STG stimulation, a difficult feature item search was used, and a difficult 

conjunction task was used when testing the effects of right PPC stimulation. The present 

study consisted of three experiments. For continuity, the same subject cohort was used to 

maximise comparability between not only present experiments but also with the previous 

experiment. 
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In experiment 1, the tasks replicated those used in the previous study (chapter 2) except 

that subjects were required to report the spatial location of the search target (left or right) on 

each trial instead of indicating a simple present/absent response. This would test whether 

spatial coding of the target was required in order to demonstrate 'neglect'. 

h1 experiment 2, a smaller, structural stimulus array was used and presented briefly (in 

central space) in order to eliminate eye movements (as in the landmark task) to ensure that 

the target item was projected to either the left or right hemisphere directly. The small array 

used here could be seen in a single fixation and was structured as a 'good gestalt' (a 

diamond pattern) which is suggested to successfully recruit ventral stream areas (Fink et al., 

2000). If contralesional TMS effects could be demonstrated here it would offer support for 

an object-centred neglect effect. 

In experiment 3, a similar, small stimulus array was used but on different trials was either 

placed in left, right or central visual space to test whether the left of the array is 

disadvantaged even when it appears on the right of the viewer. 
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3.2 Methods 

Subjects 

Subjects included were the same as in chapter 2. 

Experimental set-up 

The present study used the same experimental set-up as chapter 2. 

Transcranial magnetic stimulation 

This followed the same procedure as chapter 2. Due to the double dissociation uncovered 

by the previous study between task and site of stimulatio~ the same parameters were 

adopted for the present study (see chapter 2). 

The order of all tasks were randomised across subjects. Three testing sessions (one per 

week), lasting approximately 1.5 hrs, were required per subject, each of whom completed 

all tasks. 

Stimuli 

Stimuli were the same as in chapter 2. 

As previously mentioned, only the stimuli for which significant deficits in performance 

were seen with TMS over each area in the previous study (chapter 2) were used. These two 
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tasks, a feature and conjunction array, required serial search (> 1 Oms/item) and constitute 

'hard' search tasks in terms of difficulty. 

In the feature task, the target was entirely unique amongst the distractors, whereas in the 

conjunction task, both the orientation and colour of the target were present among the 

distractors. 

Tasks 

3.2.1 Experiment 1. Random array visual search 

Two visual search tasks were used (see figure 3.1 ). Both of the tasks (feature and 

conjunctive) required serial search(> 10 ms/item) ainong 8 items and thus constitute 'hard' 

search tasks in terms of difficulty. The target, which was present on every trial, could 

appear anywhere in a 6 x 6 array of virtual boxes (overall size 18° x 18° of visual angle) on 

the screen, equally often on the left or right. On all trials there were 4 stimulus items in the 

left half and 4 in the right half of the array. 
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Figure 3.1: Random array visual search tasks used in Experiment 1. The 'hard feature ' search was for a white 
L shape amongst rotated white L shapes. The 'hard conjunction' (orientation and colour) search target was a 
red slash amongst red backslashes and green slashes. 

In the feature task, the target was entirely unique among the distractors, whereas in the 

conjunction task, both the orientation and colour of the target were present among the 

distractors (see figure 3.1). All items subtended zo x zo visual angle and were presented 

against a black background. 

Subjects were asked to respond as quickly and as accurately as possible on a button box 

(left button for target-left, right button for target-right) to indicate the position of the target. 

Each trial was preceded by a central fixation cross (0.5° x 0.5°) for 500 ms followed 

immediately by the stimulus array. The visual array remained present until response or for 

1500 ms, whichever was shorter, and the inter-trial interval was 4000 ms. 

3.2.2 Experiment 2. Structured array visual search without eye movements 

The search arrays were centrally presented in a diamond configuration (9° high by 9° wide) 

consisting of 8 stimulus items of the same type as in Experiment 1. The stimulus items 

were smaller, however, the angle subtending only 1 o (see figure 3.2A). The target was 

presented in pseudo-random order at one of the six lateral positions of the array. Each trial 

Was preceded by a Central fixation CfOSS (0 .5° X 0.5°) for 500 IDS which remained present 
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for the duration of the trial, followed by the appearance of the stimulus array for 300 ms, 

which was followed by a mask. The mask remained present until the subject responded, or 

for 1500 ms. The mask consisted of an array ofhatched black and white squares {1° x 1°) 

which covered all of the previously displayed stimuli. The inter-trial interval was 4000 ms. 

Subjects were asked to make a target present/absent response or a left/right response. Each 

response mode was tested in separate blocks of trials. In the present/absent trials the target 

was present on 50% of the trials, while in the left/right trials it was present on all trials. 

Responses were made on a button box with the left button denoting present or left and the 

right button denoting absent or right. Subjects were asked to respond as quickly as possible 

but without sacrificing accuracy for speed. Each task was administered in 4 x 12 trials for 

each stimulation condition (Baseline and TMS). Prior to this experiment subjects were 

given sufficient practice training to maintain reliable fixation. 
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Figm·e 3.2: Structured-array visual search tasks for Experiments 2 and 3. The stimulus elements used were 
the same as in the random array tasks used in Experiment 1. (A) Stimulus arrays fur 'objectbased' visual 
search without eye movements (Experiment 2). The array was always shown in the centre of the screen. (B) 
Stimulus arrays presented on the left, centre and right of the screen (Experiment 3). 

3.2.3 Experiment 3. Structured array visual search in free vision 

The search arrays for feature and conjunction search were square shaped and of the same 

dimensions (9° x 9°) as the stimulus configuration used in Experiment 2. Each array 

consisted of 8 feature or conjunction items identical to those in Experiment 2. The search 

arrays were presented either centrally, to the left, or to the right (see figure 3.28). The outer 

border of the lateral arrays was 18° from the centre of the screen. The targets were 

presented in pseudo-random order at one of the six lateral positions of the square. Each trial 

was preceded by a central fixation cross (0 .5° x 0.5°) for 500 ms, followed immediately by 

the stimulus array. The visual array remained present until response or for 1500 ms, 

whichever was shorter, and the inter-trial interval was 4000 ms. The modes of response, 
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and the other experimental procedures, were the same as in Experiment 2. Each task was 

administered in 4 x 18 trial blocks for each stimulation condition (baseline and TMS). 
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3.3 Results 

The data from each of the experiments were analysed in two steps. In the first step the raw 

data were subjected to an analysis of variance and post-hoc comparisons. Post-hoc 

comparisons were made using Bonferroni adjusted t-tests. All comparisons of TMS effects 

were one-tailed since we had clear directional hypotheses not only of increased TMS 

response times but also that these effects would be greater for the left (contralateral) side of 

the stimulus array. (The only exception to this rule was for certain comparisons made in 

experiment 3 between central and lateral array locations, where a two-tailed test was 

deemed more appropriate). Where TMS stimulation had a significant effect, additional 

analyses were performed on the relative TMS effects. This was done using normalized data, 

that is by calculating [(TMS- sham TMS)/ (TMS)*lOO for each cell in the analysis. 

3.3.1 Experiment 1. Random array visual search 

Figure 3.3 shows both the raw and normalized response time (RT) data for Experiment 1, 

presented separately for PPC (conjunction search) and STG (feature search). In each case 

separate repeated measures ANOV AS were performed on the raw mean RT data, with 

within subject factors of 'stimulation' (No-TMS, TMS) and 'hemispace' (left, right). For 

PPC the results revealed a significant interaction between stimulation x hemispace [F(l ,4) 

= 37.21, p<0.005] but no main effects for stimulation or hemispace [F(l,4):::; 3.943, p > 

0.1 ]. Subsequent paired t-tests showed that TMS resulted in a significant increase in 

response times for targets in left hemispace compared to the baseline [t(4) = 3.02, p <0.05, 

one-tailed] but not for targets in right hemispace [t( 4) = 0.6, p > 0.5, one-tailed]. For the 

STG raw data, ANOVA yielded a significant main effect ofTMS [F(l,4) = 9.81, p < 0.05] 
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but no main effect for hemispace and no stimulation x hemispace interaction [F(l,4) S: 

1.01 , p > 0.2]. 
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Figure 3.3: Experiment 1. Effect of TMS on response times in the random array v isual search tasks across 
target position. (A) Hard conjunction visual search, TMS over right PPC. (B) Hard feature v1sual search, TMS 
over right STG. TMS over PPC causes a significant increase in response time for targets on the left side of 
the array. There is no significant TMS effect for STGstimulation. 

Analysis of the normalized RT data (see figure 3.3) confirmed that only for PPC 

stimulation was the increase in response times significantly larger for target locations in the 

left hemispace as compared to the right hemispace {t(4) = 2.85, p > 0.05], despite a trend 

for STG in the same direction: [t(4) = 1.434, p > 0.2, one-tailed] . Error rates in all of the 
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search tasks were less than 2.8% and there was no significant difference between error rates 

for TMS and no-TMS trials. 

Table 3.1: Mean response times (SEM) in Experiment 2 for the two modes of response and 
the two stimulation sites. 

Stimulation Response NoTMS TMS 
area 

Leftt Right Left Right 

PPC PA 609.49 (47.47) 622.53 (32.24) 633.70 (55.75) 688.29 (47.86) 
LR 616.22 (26.29) 631.15 (29.21) 656.12 (27.01) 61439 (36.60) 

STG PA 585.77 (27.16) 580.85 (4l.25) 635.32 (53.90) 61230 (49.43) 
LR 635.48 (14.40) 678.73 (49.23) 669.55 (51.40) 654.52 (55.64) 

PPC: posterior parietal cortex, STG: superior temporal gyrus. PA: present/absent, LR: left/right. 
tTarget position. · 
PPC stimulation was applied during performance of a conjunction search, while STG stimulation was given 
during performance of a hard feature search. 

3.3.2 Experiment 2: Structured array visual search without eye movements 

The raw response-time data are shown in table 3.1. Four repeated measures ANOV AS 

(stimulation x side) were performed on the data for STG and PPC and for the two different 

modes of response (target present/absent and target left/right). There were neither 

significant main effects nor interactions in any of the analyses [F(1,4) :S 1.96, p > 0.2]. 

Given the relatively high error rate in this experiment (see Table 3.2) we perfonned an 

identical set of analyses on the error rates. The results showed no significant effect on 

errors for target present/absent responses for STG nor for PPC [F{l,4) :S 5.73, p > 0.05]. 

This finding was repeated for STG and target left/right responses [F(l,4) :S 7 .03, p > 0.05]. 

In contrast, for the left/right responses during PPC stimulation there was a highly 

significant main effect for side [F(l ,4) = 34.41, p > 0.005] but no significant main effect for 
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stimulation nor a significant interaction between stimulation and side [F{l,4) ~ 6.54, p > 

0.05]. 

Table 3.2: Mean percentage of errors (SEM) in Experiment 2. 

Stimulation Response NoTMS TMS 
area 

Leftt Right Left Right 

PPC PA 2.76 (1.69) 8.83 (4.23) 1.43 (1.43) 13.39 (4.64) 
LR 1.57 (0.96) 34.33 (2.22) 0.00 (0.00) 29.36(2.51) 

STG PA 25.16 (9.93) 30.61 (12.73) 29.33 (7.05) 30.18 (14.23) 
LR 9.51 (6.77) 5.44 (3.63) 13.13 (4.82) 3.91 (2.40) 

Please see Table 3.1 legend for details of abbreviations. 

There were considerably more errors on the right side compared to the left side in the 

baseline condition [t (4) = 14.28, p < 0.005]. However, the basic pattem did not change 

during TMS application over right PPC (see table 3.2) Thus, a comparison of the change in 

errors with TMS yielded no significant differences between the two sides [TMS Left side: -

1.57%, Right side: -3.38%; t (4) = 0.69, p > 0.1, one-tailed]. 

3.3.3 Experiment 3. Strnctured array visual search in free vision 

Four separate 2 x 3 x 2 repeated measures ANOV AS with the within-subjects factors 

stimulation (No-TMS, TMS), array position (left, centre, right), and within-array side (left, 

right) were performed on the raw response time data. These four ANOVAS examined the 

four combinations of stimulation sites (STG/feature search and FPC/conjunction search) 

and response modes (target present/absent and target left/right) respectively (see table 3.3). 

As we were chiefly interested in main effects and interactions reflecting the effects of TMS, 

we report only those results in detail. 
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Table 3.3: Mean search times (SEM) in Experiment 3. 

NoTMS 

Stimulation Response Left Array Centml Arnty Right Arnty 
Area 

Leftt Right Left Right Left Right 

PA 161.13 752.37 720.19 660.62 724.09 829.15 

PPC (42.64) (40.37) (71.01) (33.00) (63.21) (50.92) 

LR 773.09 722.83 702.25 682.49 750.72 803.29 
(23.38) (31.76) (36.70) (18.65) (31.16) (14.51) 

PA 763.77 700.59 619.87 679.46 673.59 817.93 

STG (26.03) (68.24) (21.59) (49.13) (59.04) (50.94) 

LR 781.99 717.85 657.74 674.04 661.68 781.59 
(45.96) (71.44) (30.18) (78.99) (56.32) (81.40) 

TMS 

PA 823.04 819.06 697.39 706.70 760.28 897.15 

PPC (51.01) (57.25) (52.16) (47.39) (50.68) (36.67) 

LR 850.24 744.62 716.29 715.77 785.51 828.86 
(50.99) (37.99) (43.76) (51.80) (51.89) (39.04) 

PA 852.69 722.01 662.16 712.75 681.02 877.28 

STG (37.27) (57.81) (46.88) (37.53) (42.97) (42.47) 

LR 958.39 684.42 706.70 740.37 796.04 784.87 
(81.60) (52.37) (41.65) (71.54) (80.17) (71.86) 

Please see Table 3.1 legend for details of abbreviations. 

PresenVabsentresponsev 

The data summarized in Figure 3.4A For target present/absent responses the ANOV AS 

revealed a similar pattern for both PPC (conjunction search) and STG (feature search): 

there was a significant main effect of array position [F(l,4) ~ 17 .60, p < 0.05] and a 

significant interaction between array position and side [F(2,8) ~ 7.56, p < 0.05]. No other 

main effects or interactions reached significance [F(l,4) ::S. 5.56, p > 0.05]. Overall (data 

collapsed over side and stimulation condition), subjects responded faster to targets in the 

central array compared to the left and right array [t(4) ~ 8.72, p < 0.005]. The comparison 

of response times with respect to left and right side of each array (data co1lapsed over 
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stimulation condition) revealed for both STG and PPC overall increased response times on 

the right side of the array compared to tl1e left side [t(4) = 4.30, p > 0.02] but no side 

ctifferences for the left and central array [t(4)< 2.99, p > 0.05, Bonferroni corrected]. 
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Figure 3.4: Experiment 3 : Effect of TMS on response times in the structured-array visual search tasks. The 

graphs show group means and SEM. 

(A) Target present/absent responses: There were no significant effects ofTMS on response times. 
(B) Target left/right responses: TMS over STG (but not PPC) causes a significant increase in response time 
for targets on the left sides of both left and right laterally-presented array. 
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All error rates were under 2%, and there was no significant difference between error rates 

when TMS and baseline at either site for either task. Thus, there were no effects of TMS on 

present/absent search behaviour. 

Left/right responses 

The data are shown in Figure 3.4B (left). For PPC (conjunction search) with target left/right 

responses, the AN OVA showed a similar pattern as for target present/absent responses. 

Thus apart from a significant main effect for array position and a significant array position 

by side interaction [F(2,8) 2> 8.58, p < 0.05], there were no other significant effects [F(1,4) 

:::; 1.30, p > 0.2]. Overall responses were significantly faster for targets in the central array 

compared to left and right array [t(4) 2: 5.39, p < 0.05, two-tailed], while the latter two did 

not differ [t( 4) = 1.25, p < 0.5, one-tailed]. Bonferroni-adjusted comparisons between the 

left and right side of each array revealed no significant differences [t(4):::; 2.99, p > 0.05, 

one-tailed]. 

In contrast, for STG (Figure 3.4B, right), the results yielded significant main effects of 

array and ofTMS [F (1,4) 2: 8.73, p < 0.05], and significant interactions between array x 

side, stimulation x side, and stimulation x array x side [F (1,4) 2> 12.82, p < 0.05]. In 

addition, there was an overall increase in response times with TMS compared to the 

baseline [t(4) = 3.00, p < 0.05, one-tailed]. Specific comparisons between TMS and 

baseline for each side of the arrays revealed a significant increase in response times for 

only the left side of the left and right arrays [t(4) 2> 3.98, p < 0.05, one-tailed] but not for the 

central array [t(4) = 2.34, p > 0.2, one-tailed]. 
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In agreement with this, the analysis of the normalized response time data yielded 

significantly greater TMS effects on the left side for the left and right arrays [t(4) ~ 7 .22, p 

> 0.005] but not for the central array [t(4) = 1.72, p > 0.1, one-tailed]. 

Error rates for the left/right responses were below 5.5% in each of the tasks and there was 

no difference in TMS and baseline error rates at either site. 
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3.4 Discussion 

In this study, an impairment in a difficult search for a conjunction item when TMS was 

applied to right PPC (but not STG) and an impairment in a difficult search for a single 

feature item when TMS was applied to right STG (but not PPC) was confrrmed and 

additionally, it has been shown that under different conditions TMS can produce 

contralateral search deficits akin to those associated with unilateral visual neglect patients. 

In the first experiment, subjects were asked to report the spatial location of the search target 

(left/right response) instead of simply detecting the target (present/absent response). A 

significant contralateral effect of response times in a conjunction search task when TMS 

was applied to right PPC was found. The same trend was found when lMS was applied to 

right STG in a difficult feature search task although this did not reach significance. On 

present evidence, however, only the significant PPC result can be discussed. Tlris we 

interpret as indicating that the introduction of a spatial element into the response (even 

though this spatial element was not goal directed) was sufficient to induce an asymmetrical 

TMS effect. This would make sense if a critical problem that neglect patients have with 

search or cancellation tasks was in terms of locating the target rather than merely detecting 

it. In support of this, it is relevant that a well-known symptom seen in neglect patients is a 

mislocalization of items present on the contralateral side, such that they are treated as being 

present instead on the ipsilateral side of space. This type of uris localisation, known as 

allochiria, has recently been argued to be due to a failure of spatial binding (Marcel et a/. 

2004). Our contralateral deficit arose in the context of conjunction search, which 

presumably intrinsically requires attentional binding, in our case between orientation and 

colour (Treisman and Gelade, 1980) It therefore seems that by introducing a spatial 
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component into the response requirement puts additional strain on the subjects' attentional 

resources, rendering them vulnerable to contralateral search deficits when exposed to PPC 

TMS. 

In experiment 2 and 3, the aim was to investigate whether the previous failure to fmd a 

TMS effect on contralateral spatial search might have masked the presence of a neglect

like effect on the perception of the individual items within the search array themselves. The 

aim was to address the possibility that TMS might be able to elicit an object-based neglect 

effect (Driver, 1999; Walker, 1996). In experiment 2, where a small array was presented 

centrally with a brief exposure time, no evidence was found of any TMS effect of this kind, 

using either ofthe two sites of stimulation. However in Experiment 3, where a long enough 

stimulus duration to permit eye movements was used, and also lateral as well as central 

presentations of the stimulus arrays, clear and significant evidence of neglect-like effects 

were found. These were limited to stimulation applied to the right STG while subjects were 

performing a difficult feature search. The effects were also limited to lateral presentations 

of the search arrays, but were present in both left and right hemispace. Just as with PPC 

stimulation during conjunction search (chapter 2) these lateralized effects were only present 

in a testing regime where left/right responses were required. No Jateralized effects were 

apparent in any of our experiments for present/absent responses. 

Although experiments 2 and 3 were designed with the aim of maximizing the possibility of 

object-based effects emerging, it cannot of course be categorically stated that such effects 

have been demonstrated. This is because although there were greater response times for 

targets located in the leftmost parts of the arrays, the arrays were of course themselves 

displayed within visual space, and thus the asymmetries observed could be a simulated 
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form of spatial neglect. Indeed, given that the stimulus arrays, although intended to be 

perceptually grouped and thereby be treated by the brain as 'object-like' in nature, it is not 

absolutely certain that subjects did indeed treat the arrays in this way. Despite these 

reservations, however, given that a clear contralateral effect emerged from Experiment 3 

regardless of whether the array was presented in right or left hemispace, and given also that 

no between-array asymmetries were found, it is at least plausible to suppose that the effect 

may in part be attributable to a form of object-based neglect. If this is correct, then the 

interesting possibility presents itself that although TMS applied to the PPC can elicit spatial 

neglect-like effects, TMS over right STG iustead can simulate object-based effects. 

There were no disproportionate hemispatial performance in the hard conjunction search 

task with right PPC stimulation. As already mentioned, contralateral effects with right PPC 

disruption were w1covered using a conventional search array with a spatially loaded 

response indicator, therefore right PPC seems to have a more critical role in the processing 

of distributed space. Such a scenario would have a certain plausibility, given the probable 

role of the inferior parietal region in visuospatial working memory (Ellis et a/., 1996; 

Malhotra eta/., 2005; Pisella eta/., 2004; Wojciulik eta/, 2004) and the relative proximity 

of the superior temporal gyrus to the ventral stream of visual processing. The latter is 

believed to embody the processing system in which the perceptual representations of 

objects are constructed from the featural elements that define them (James et a/., 2003; 

Kanwisher et al., 1997; Malach et a/., 1995). These findings may be taken as further 

evidence of the difference in crucial processing of right PPC and right STG and how 

disruption to either can induce different patterns of performance impairment either in the 

laboratory using TMS or in neglect studies using patients (Karnath et al., 2001; Mort et at., 

2003). 
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Finally, a surprising lateral asymmetry occurred in Experiment 2, whereby irrespective of 

TMS being applied, many more errors were made for conjunction targets on the right side 

of the fixated array than on the left. This was highly significant when subjects had to report 

the side of occurrence of the target rather than simply its presence or absence {see Table 2, 

line 2). Presumably this task required subjects to covertly scan the visual image for the 

target, and in this they could have used a left-to-right strategy. Yet there is no evidence that 

such a strategy was used in the single feature search task, since if anything the pattern of 

errors there goes in the opposite direction, with more being made on the left side {Table 2, 

line 4). It is possible that the findings reflect a left visual hemifieldlright hemisphere 

advantage for visual conjunction processing within a single visual snapshot. But if so, since 

TMS applied to PPC had no effect on this asymmetry, we must assume that it is mediated 

by circuitry different fi·om that which underlies conjunction search using free eye 

movements. 

The present study shows for the ftrst time that TMS applied to the right hemisphere can 

cause impairments of contralateral visual search in healthy human adults. Although not as 

yet fully compelling, the data further suggest that while TMS over the posterior parietal 

region can under suitable task conditions impair search within contralateral visual space, 

TMS over the superior temporal gyrus may have its contralateral effects primarily on 

within-object search. 
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CHAPTER4 

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 

Our results support other studies showing that the right PPC has a key role in processing 

of both the landmark task (Fink et al. 2002; Fierro eta/. 2000; Brighina et al. 2003) and 

hard conjunction tasks (Ellison et al. 2003). We also demonstrated a critical 

involvement of right STG in a hard feature visual search task, supporting the seminal 

claim by Karnath et al. 2001 for the importance of right STG damage in the causation of 

neglect. Given the double dissociations we have found between task: used and brain area 

stimulated, it is clear that conclusions about the area of brain damage resulting in 

neglect-like symptoms are highly dependent on the task: used to diagnose them. This is 

consistent with Rorden et al. (2005) who found that line bisection and exploratory tasks 

seem to have neglect different lesion foci. In this study, neither PPC or STG stimulation 

impaired performance on a parallel feature task, suggesting that this task is processed 

earlier in the visual system than either of the two sites used here. 

It is already known that the temporal lobe is involved in feature search processing 

(Chelazz~ 1998; Hayakawa et al. 2003) and that inferior temporal damage in particular 

results in impaired visual search (Ptak and Valenza, 2005). However, this study is the 

flrst to implicate specifically STG in the processing of these tasks. Our fmdings are 

partially consistent with reports of an earlier lesion study in 21 neglect patients (Binder 

eta/., 1992) showing that patients with lesions in the right temporo-parieto-occipital 

area are frequently impaired in cancellation as well as line bisection tasks. In contrast, 

the maximal lesion overlap in patients who were only impaired in cancellation was 

found in pre-rolandic regions including the pre-frontal cortex, insula and adjacent 

subcortical areas. One reason for this latter result may be that, in contrast to the search 
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paradigms used in our study, the Mesulam cancellation task used by Binder et al. ( 1992) 

might have involved a spatial working memory component, which has been shown to be 

impaired in neglect patients with frontal lesions (Walker eta/., 1998), as well as in 

parietal patients (Pisella eta/., 2004; Malhotra et al., 2005). 

Chapter 2, however, showed a lack of disproportionate hemispatial effects in visual 

search tasks, although the landmark task, with its directional response, uncovered a 

contralateral effect. A present/absent response may be sufficient to indicate detection of 

an item but may not be spatially weighted enough to engage parietal lobe to the extent 

that subjects would be more impaired contralateral to stimulation. Therefore, in chapter 

3, the response parameter was changed to a "does the target appear on the left or right?" 

question. The visual appearance ofthe array was also manipulated to investigate ifTMS 

was having an effect on egocentric space or in a more object-framed manner. 

Chapter 3 successfully showed that under different conditions TMS can produce 

contralateral search deficits akin to those associated with unilateral visual neglect 

patients. In experiment 1, a spatial component was introduced into the response. This 

was sufficient to induce an asymmetrical TMS effect in a conventional serial 

conjunction search task with right PPC stimulation. As previously mentioned, a 

left/right response may be more likely to force observers to bind both featural and 

spatial aspects of the stimuli rather than merely a present/absent response and relies on 

· the subject locating the target instead of merely detecting it. It seems then that 

introduction of a spatial element in the response indicator puts a strain on the subjects 

attentional resources which renders them vulnerable to contralateral search deficits 

when exposed to right PPC TMS. Although there was a similar trend found with STG 

stimulation in a difficult feature task, this did not reach significance. 
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In experiment 3, with STG stimulation, a clear contralateral effect emerged regardless 

of whether the array was presented in right or left hemisphere, and no between-array 

location asymmetries were found suggesting that the effect may in part be attributable to 

a form of object-based neglect. This effect was only found when the response indicator 

was left/right and not present/absent, suggesting that introducing a spatial component 

into the task response is necessary for contralateral effects with STG stimulation as well 

as PPC stimulation. PPC stimulation failed to produce such an effect in this experiment 

The results of experiments 1 and 3 combined suggest that not only do right PPC and 

right STG process different tasks but they process these tasks differently depending on 

the task response requirement and the spatial reference frame. There is evidence to 

suggest that a fronto-parietal network is involved in the computation of an egocentric 

reference frame (Fink et al. 2003; Galati et al. 2000), whereas object-centred reference 

frame computation is thought to be managed by a subset of areas of the same network 

(Galati et al. 2000). This is the first study to show any evidence that STG is involved in 

the computation of an object-centred reference frame. The data suggest that right PPC 

can disproportionately affect search within contralateral visual space. while TMS to 

right STG may have within-object contralateral effects. 

One question that arises from these experiments with regard to neglect is what would be 

found in patients with different posterior lesions using the specific tasks here. One 

would predict that patients with right PPC lesions would be more likely to have deficits 

on the landmark task and in conjunction visual search, whereas those with right STG

centred lesions should be more likely to have deficits in difficult exploratory single

feature search. It would be interesting to see whether changing the task requirements 
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affects how the patients perform in these different tasks, or whether this is purely a 

function of TMS stimulation. 

These experiments shed light on what is happening in the damaged brain exhibiting 

symptoms of neglect but it is also interesting to ask what these results tell us about the 

processing of these brain areas in the normal brain and how this contnbutes to the 

attentionalliterature. The control mechanism of spatial attention remains unclear. In 

order to gain insight into this, it is necessary to pin-point what structures in the brain 

underlie the attentional spotlight and what structures are involved in the binding 

mechanism-two essential components of Feature Integration Theory (FIT) (Treisman 

and Gelade, 1980) (see page 21). This was investigated using TMS by Ellison et al. 

2003 to see if any task requiring binding, irrespective of spatial search would require 

PPC. They found that PPC was only involved in conjunction searc~ irrespective of 

attentional demands but only for search in space. 

The experiments carried out in this thesis uncovered a task that requires attention that 

wasn't mediated by right PPC, but right STG, suggesting that there are at least two areas 

involved in selective attention. Recent studies have also shown involvement of other 

areas; for example, if attention to motion is required for processing, it is V5 that is 

critically involved and not PPC (Walsh et a/. 1998; Ellison et al. in press). Other studies 

suggest a role for FEF in spatial attention; Ellison eta/. 2003 showed that PPC becomes 

disengaged if the target location is repeated, suggesting that there is an area which keeps 

track of target location. It is possible that this involves slowly decaying saliency maps, 

thought to reside in FEF (Muggleton et al. 2003; Thompson eta/. 2004). 
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Attentional demands aside, it is also clear from the experiments presented in this thesis 

that right PPC involvement is more influenced by visuospatial requirements than STG 

and this is highlighted by the differences when changing the response requirements and 

presentation appearance of the task used. 

These experiments not only add to the argument surrounding different patterns of deficit 

and locus of damage in the neuropsychological neglect literature but also have direct 

ramifications on behavioural neuroscience. They provide further support not only for 

the growing body of evidence delineating the dissociations between processing of 

different tasks in different brain areas but also the subtle differences in how these areas 

are critical in this processing. 
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